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Introduction  

Preparing and Delivering a Toolbox Talk  

It is important that you prepare in advance of any toolbox talk.  

Think about if you were in the audience and you were told to attend a toolbox talk. 
If someone just read from a book, word for word, would you want to listen or even 
be there? 

So what information would you need? What would hold your attention? What 
questions would you ask? 

The information contained within this booklet does not have to be followed to the 
letter – the points are there as a guide. You can add to them using your own 
experiences or leave points out if they are not relevant to your particular site or 
activity.  

Also think about the location where you are giving the talk. Would it be best suited 
being: 

• In a quiet area with no distractions  

• On site at the work location  

• In an area suitable for using any equipment that will be demonstrated 

Using aids (such as samples of equipment, hand-outs, photographs) or even giving a 
demonstration will hold people’s attention.  For example, if you are giving a talk on 
the safe use of podium steps, then try to give the talk on site with a podium step 
close by (not in the canteen, with no equipment)  

The suggested length of a talk is between 10 and 30 minutes. However, the duration 
will also depend upon the amount of interaction there is with people receiving the 
talk. Unless you have to do not stifle discussions purely because of time issues; 
people are obviously taking an interest and learning from it. 

Prepare – What should you consider? 

1. Before the talk, think about what preparation is required. 
2. Check the safety aspects of the proposed location.  
3. Consider effective aids that you can use to enhance the talk. 
4. During the talk, keep distractions to a minimum.  
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Reason – Why are you giving the talk? 

1. Employees are generally information-proof, they filter out what they can 
ignore. In giving a talk, you have to make sure that you gain their interest 
from the start. 

2. Get their attention as quickly as possible. You wont get the attention of your 
people by saying, ‘Well, its time for another safety talk…’ 

3. Look for interesting opening lines. Each talk will offer a suggestion but, of 
course, you may choose an example of your own experience.  

4. Tell a dramatic story related to the subject, perhaps something you read in 
the press, for example, ‘How the clothes of an operative became entangled in 
the moving parts of plant, causing serious injury, when he accidentally 
knocked the ‘Start’ button during service’. 

5. Give some relevant statistics.  

Why – What incentive is there for people to listen? 

1. Consider why anyone should listen. They won’t listen simply because you are 
a foreman, supervisor or manager.  You have to make it interesting and show 
concern for their health and safety. 

2. Think about ways to make it more interesting or interactive, especially if the 
topic is well known and the talk is a reminder. People are generally more 
likely to retain information, and thus help them become safer, if they have 
actively taken part in something. So for example if it’s a new type of PPE get 
them to try it on and ask for feedback. 

3. A toolbox talk shouldn’t be just one way communication. It is important to 
engage people in discussion, especially when talking to experienced people. 

Outline - It is important to explain here the major stages of your talk  

1. Clearly indicate the main areas you will concentrate on.  
2. Decide on the key points you want to make and choose points that are 

relevant to your site situation.  
3. People will only be able to cope with four or five pieces of information in each 

stage, so concentrate only on the relevant information.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOOL BOX TALK 

AP E01 - WHAT IS WASTE? 

Waste is legally defined as anything which is generated by working processes or left over from input 
materials. It doesn’t matter if it will be re-used or re-cycled by others; if you don’t need or want it then it 
counts as waste and you have a statutory duty of care under the Waste Management Duty of Care 1996 
regulations to deal with it properly. There are 2 types of waste: 

1. COMMERCIAL WASTE: Rubbish, which is produced by offices. 

2. INDUSTRIAL WASTE: Waste generated from gas, water or electricity supply premises. All waste 
from construction sites is classed as industrial waste. 

BOTH COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL WASTE MUST NOT BE MIXED WITH HOUSEHOLD WASTE 

DUTY OF CARE 

Everyone has a part to play in ensuring that the statutory requirements of the duty of care with regards to 
waste management are met: 

• Preventing others from depositing, storing, treating or otherwise without a license. 

• Prevent waste from escaping. 

• Ensure waste is only transferred to an authorised person. 

• Issue transfer notes. 
 

CONSTRUCTION WASTE 

On a construction site, the waste producer is the person/company carrying out the task that generates the 
waste. 

The waste must be clearly identified. This will involve the determination of the chemical and physical 
properties of the material, the identification of any special problems associated with the waste, and ensuring 
that it is properly labelled with a written description. 

The waste must be securely stored with procedures to deal with spillages and prevent access, particularly by 
scavengers or children. 

WASTE CARRIER 

The waste must be transferred only to an authorised person. Classes of authorised person include registered 
waste carriers, holders of waste management licences or exempt parties such as charities or waste collection 
authorities. Waste transfer notes must be transferred from one duty-holder to the next along the waste 
chain. Checks are advised to ensure that prospective waste contractors are competent to deal with waste.  

WASTE TRANSFER NOTES (WTN) 

Most of the time these are filled in by the waste carrier, nevertheless the duty for its accuracy lies with the 
waste producer and not the waste carrier. If you did not fill in the WTN, you need to ensure the information 
on it is sufficient and filled in correctly. 

The adequate records of waste consignments must be kept for at least 2 years in the case of controlled waste, 
and 3 years for any hazardous waste. 
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PENALTIES 

Currently penalties for violations stand at fines of up to £20,000 in the Magistrates Court and unlimited fines 
and up to 2 years imprisonment for convictions in the Crown Court. 

HAZARDOUS WASTE MATERIALS 

Such as large numbers of fluorescent tubes, medical waste and toxic waste should be segregated and safely 
held until collected by a specialist waste contractor. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO AT WORK? 

1. If you think that waste is not being disposed of properly, notify your supervisor. 
2. Do not carry waste for other producers unless you are certain that it does not present any problems 

with disposal. 
3. Always complete a waste transfer note. 
4. Never mix commercial and industrial waste. 
5. Minimise waste accumulation by ensuring that you observe good housekeeping principles, do not 

ignore over filled bins and skips. 
6. Clean and clear up after your work daily. 

 

Any questions? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOOL BOX TALK 

AP E02 - SPILLAGE RESPONSE PROCEDURE 

Construction sites are often criticized for the damage they cause to the surrounding environment. This 
damage can take many forms, for example excessive noise, dust etc, however spillages statistically account 
for the greatest harm to the environment. There are many precautions that can be taken to avoid spillages. 
These include the use of bunds around oil storage tanks and the use of drip trays around mobile plant. 
Advance planning can avoid the need for emergency response if things do go wrong. For example sandbags, 
or even sand, can be used as a barrier to protect sensitive areas, or block off drains, during refueling. 

 

SPILLAGE TYPES 

• MAJOR = cannot be controlled; pollution has entered, or could enter a drain or watercourse. Report 
to foreman/supervisor immediately, who in turn should report the incident to the Environment 
Agency and complete an Environmental Incident report. 

• MINOR = Can be controlled; pollution has not entered, and cannot enter a drain or watercourse. 
Spillage should be cleaned up immediately using the appropriate materials e.g. spill kits etc. 

 

SPILLAGE RESPONSE PROCEDURE 

STOP - CONTAIN - NOTIFY 

Personnel on discovering a spillage should: 

STOP =  Work immediately and prevent any more material spilling e.g. right an oil drum, close a valve. 
Eliminate any sources of ignition, e.g. switch of engines, and extinguish cigarettes. 

CONTAIN = the spillage using bunds of earth, sand, drip trays etc. immediately. Check that the spillage has 
not reached any nearby drains/manholes, watercourses, ponds and other sensitive areas. Bund the 
drains/manholes to stop the spillage entering the drainage system. 

NOTIFY = your foreman/ supervisor immediately giving the following information: 

• Whether the spillage has entered the drain/watercourse or is affecting the environment. 
• Material/substance involved 
• Location 
• Quantity involved 

 

Spill kits should be available on site at locations where spills are more likely to occur e.g. refueling points, 
storage areas etc. The correct medium for the spillage should be used. Careful measures must be 
implemented for hazardous materials and COSHH safety data sheets must be available and read before 
attempting to deal with hazardous materials/substances. 

 

Disposal of spillage waste e.g. oil granules or pads should be bagged up and placed in a designated special 
waste skip. 

Any questions? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOOL BOX TALK 

AP E03 - NOISE POLLUTION 

Excessive noise levels on site represent a major hazard to site workers and can annoy neighbours. Noise 
causes more off-site complaints than any other topic and can rapidly sour relations. Noise can also disturb 
our wildlife and natural heritage. It is not only loud noises that cause complaint, but also anti-social activity 
and irregular or tonal noises such as reversing sirens. Other complaints include shouting, swearing, radios 
and out of hours deliveries. Some construction activities that cause the greatest problems are; pneumatic 
tools, petrol driven saws, traffic. Therefore we must have in place a plan to avoid excessive noise levels 
emitting from our work activities: 

• Reduce the need for noisy assembly practices e.g. fabricate off site. 

• Keep noisy plant as far away from public areas as possible. 

• Turn off all vehicles and plant when not in use. 

• Screen noisy areas off. (see below) 

• Fit generators and plant with silencers/mufflers. 

• Maintain plant and equipment properly to avoid rattles and squeaks. 

• Electrically operated plant is quieter than diesel or petrol driven plant. 

• Adopt working hours to restrict noisy activities to certain periods of the day. 

• If you receive a complaint from the public be diplomatic and report it to site management. 

• If an Environmental Health officer approaches you, be co-operative and take them to see the site 
management. 

 

SCREENING 

Noise will generally radiate in all directions from a construction noise source, and will bend around and over 
walls and buildings. It will also reflect back off solid surfaces. Some plant and activities generate more noise 
in one direction than another, so careful siting of the source can pay dividends. Screening between the source 
and the receiver is effective if it obscures the direct line of sight between the two. 

If designed and used correctly screens can reduce noise levels from a site considerably and at relatively very 
low cost. Factors affecting the efficiency of a screen include: distance from source and the receiver of noise, 
density of the material used, height and length of the screen (12mm thick ply minimum). The higher a screen 
is, the more effective it is. A screen that is placed near to either the noise source or receptor is more effective 
than one placed in the middle of the two. 

CONTROL MEASURES 

Noise may be controlled by: 

Engineering: 

Purchase equipment, which has low vibration and noise characteristics, achieving design solutions to noise 
problems including using quieter processes, operate rotating and reciprocating equipment as slow as 
practicable. 

Orientation and Location: 

Moving the noise source away from the work area, or turning the machine around. 
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Enclosure: 

Surround the machine or other noise source with sound-absorbing material, the effect is limited unless total 
enclosure is achieved. 

Use of Silencers: 

This can suppress noise generated when air, gas or steam flow in pipes or are exhausted to atmosphere. 

Lagging: 

Can be used on pipes carrying steam or hot fluids as an alternative to enclosure. 

Damping: 

Can be achieved by fitting proprietary damping pads, stiffening ribs or by using double skin construction 
techniques. 

 

Any questions? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOOL BOX TALK 

AP E04 – DUST, EMISSIONS AND ODOURS POLLUTION 

Dust, emissions and odours arising from a site will annoy neighbours and can even cause health risks at very 
high concentrations. They are particularly hazardous to site staff in confined spaces, so seek information on 
controls from the Company Health and Safety Manager. 

DUST 

Dust is generally considered to be any airborne solid matter up to about 2mm in size. Particle sizes vary 
considerably, depending on their origin, and the smallest particles can be breathed in. Dust can affect 
people’s health by causing eye irritation and asthma can be exacerbated by exposure to respirable dust. Dust 
blown onto watercourses can damage the ecology and surrounding plant life. As it is difficult to suppress dust 
once it is airborne, it is essential to stop dust being generated: 

• Damp down traffic routes. 

• Impose a strict speed limit on site. 

• Wheel wash all vehicles leaving site. 

• Use enclosed chutes for dropping materials to ground level. 

• Minimise cutting and grinding on site or use wet cutting techniques and dust extraction. 

• Locate stock piles out of the wind. 

• Ensure all dust-generating materials are transported to and from site under tarpaulins. 

• Erect dust screens. 
 

EMISSIONS and ODOURS 

Processes involving the use of fuels and the heating and drying of materials commonly emit fumes, odours 
or smoke. It is important to prevent emissions and odours as far as possible, to protect workers and because 
they annoy the public and affect the environment. Preventative measures should be taken to avoid emitting 
smoke and odours: 

• Switch off engines when not in use. 

• Ensure all vehicles comply with MOT emissions. 

• Keep all plant and equipment well maintained. 

• Use covered containers for organic waste and remove frequently. 

• Do not burn waste on site. 

• Store all chemicals and other dangerous substances in the appropriate manner. 

• Take into account the wind conditions when planning activities. 

• Keep refuelling areas away from the public. 

• Site toilets away from public areas. 
 

Any questions? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TOOL BOX TALK 

AP E05 - WATER POLLUTION 

It is vital to manage water properly on site to protect our environment. If watercourses are polluted, or 
unacceptable wastes are disposed of to a sewer system, you or the company may end up in court. Industries 
using water from a river downstream of site may be affected by reduced water quality and sue if this causes 
damage. The site does not need to be next to a river to cause a problem. Any pollutants getting into a surface 
water drain or groundwater can end up in a river even if it is miles away. These pollutants can be traced back 
to source. Spillages can be easily noticed. A gallon of oil can completely cover a lake the size of two football 
pitches. 

SITE DRAINAGE 

There are generally two main types of drainage on site: 

Surface water drains are designed to carry uncontaminated rainwater directly to a stream, river or soakaway. 
These should be colour coded blue. NOTHING should be allowed to enter surface water drains, except 
rainwater. Materials and plant should not be stored near drains. Even if described as bio-degradable, 
detergents are not suitable for discharge to surface water drains. Use of detergents should be carried out in 
designated areas draining to foul sewers. 

Foul water drains are designed to carry foul water directly to a sewage works for treatment before being 
discharged into a watercourse. These should be colour coded red. It is ILLEGAL to discharge into foul sewers 
without agreement from the sewage undertaker. 

It is an offence to cause or knowingly permit any poisonous, noxious or polluting matter or any solid waste 
matter (which includes cement, silt, concrete, oil, petroleum spirit, sewage or other polluting matter) to enter 
any controlled waters unless a consent to discharge is authorised by the relevant agency. Road drains and 
surface water gullies generally discharge into controlled waters and should be treated as such. DO NOT wash 
tools out in watercourses. 

It is vital that a Spillage Response Procedure is in place on all sites. (See Environmental Toolbox Talk TBT E02). 

REFUELLING 

The risk of fuel spillage is greatest during refuelling. Therefore no refuelling should take place in, over, or 
adjacent to watercourses. Refuel all plant in a designated area at least 10 meters away from any watercourse. 

SILT 

The most common form of water pollution from construction is suspended sediments-more commonly 
known as silt. Silt also carries other contaminants e.g. oil, and chemicals. Silt can be removed by: 

• Settling out in a settlement tank. 

• Allowing it to infiltrate through a large grassy area (check with the landowner/Environment agency). 

• Chemical treatment with flocculants/sedimentation. 

• Pumping to a foul sewer (permission of the sewage undertaker is required) 

• Pump into a tanker and dispose off site. 
 

 

Any questions? 
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HEALTH & SAFETY TOOL BOX TALK 

AP H&S 01 - UXO - UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE 

 

 

 

The Second World War (WWII) may have ended over 60 years ago but Unexploded Bombs and other military 
ordnance can still be a serious problem to construction projects throughout the UK. 

Government statistics indicate that most unexploded bombs found between October 1940 and May 1941 
were either 50kg or 250kg. However UXO can range in size from Small Arms Ammunition to large UXBs 
(unexploded bombs) weighing more than 2,000 kg, although all items containing high explosives have the 
potential to cause significant harm to those who encounter them. 

Always be aware that unexploded ordnance could be in your work area. Inspect your areas, especially new 
work places for any suspicious objects. Report any findings to your supervisor. 

 

NEVER TOUCH FOR ANY REASON.  

 

Do not enter any area which is not certified "Cleared".  If you are not sure if an area is cleared, contact your 
supervisor/manager 

Do not collect souvenirs of bullets, shells, etc. 

If you see anything which looks suspicious, or of which you are not sure, leave it alone and call your 
supervisor/manager 

What to do if you find UXO 

1. If a suspect UXO item is found - DO NOT TOUCH, disturb or tamper with the item in any way. This 
includes making any attempt to move the item to a 'safe' location. 

2. Carefully note the appearance of the item and the location. Take a photograph if it is possible to 
do so without further approaching or disturbing the item. 

3. If possible, mark the location so that it can be found later. Colored tape or paint make easily 
recognized marker material. Note the route to the item. 

4. Inform the property owner, principal contractor, site foreman or supervisor of the find. 
5. Inform the Police that a possible ammunition item has been found. They will instigate a request 

for Defense personnel to attend and dispose of the item. 

Any questions? 
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HEALTH & SAFETY TOOL BOX TALK 

TBT AP H&S 02 Dumper  

USE OF DUMPERS 
Dumpers are involved in around a third of construction transport accidents, causing many deaths and 
serious injuries, particularly to drivers 
The three main causes of dumper accidents are: 

• Overturning on slopes and at the edges of excavations, embankments, etc. 

• Inadequately maintained braking systems. 

• Driver error due to lack of experience and training, e.g. failure to apply the parking brake, switch off 
the engine and remove the keys before leaving the driver’s seat. 

All dumpers should be fitted with Roll Over Protection (ROPS) and seat belts as a minimum. 

• Stop blocks should be positioned a safe distance from the edges of excavations, pits, spoil heaps, 
etc., to prevent dumpers falling during tipping or tipping be under the direction of a banksman. 

• Edges of roadways and tipping points supported where necessary to prevent collapse and provided 
with physical protection to prevent vehicles running off. 

Drivers should always: 

✓ Read the manufacturer’s instruction book before operating any unfamiliar plant. 
✓ Understand the differences in performance when loaded and unloaded, particularly relating to 

braking and stability on slopes. 
✓ Know the different handling and braking characteristics of the vehicle in wet or icy conditions. 
✓ Check tyres, brakes, etc., to ensure dumpers are safe to use at the start of the working day. 
✓ Use seat belts and ROPS. 
✓ Check that nobody is at risk of injury before moving off, particularly in the area obscured by the 

skip when reversing. 
✓ Keep to designated vehicle routes and follow site speeds rules. 
✓ Follow directions given by traffic signs and signalers. 
✓ Load only on level ground with the parking brake applied. 
✓ Get off the dumper when it is being loaded and ensure that the skip is not overloaded. 
✓ Check that loads are evenly distributed and that they do not obscure visibility from the driving 

position. 
✓ Stop, select neutral gear and apply parking brake, when the machine is tipping into excavations 

while stationary. 
✓ Use proper towing pins with jump out restraints (not bent pieces of reinforcement bar). 
✓ Apply the parking brake, switch off the engine and remove the key when leaving the driver’s seat. 

Drivers should: 

 NEVER drive on gradients steeper than those specified as safe for the specific dumper in the 
manufacturer's instructions. 

 NEVER operate the site dumper's controls unless seated in the driving position. 
 NEVER carry passengers unless purpose built seats are provided. 
 NEVER drive around site with the skip in the vertical discharge position. 
 NEVER alter tyre pressures outside the manufacturer's specifications 
 NEVER operate whilst unfit to drive due to the influence of alcohol or drugs 
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HEALTH & SAFETY TOOL BOX TALK 

TBT AP H&S 03 Surefit™ Thermal Helmet Liner  

 
Surefit™ Thermal Helmet Liner 

 
As the weather gets colder, we must consider our Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) arrangements. This 
TBT is to highlight the hazards associated with wearing conventional ‘hoodies’ under safety hard hats and 
to outline the considerations when selecting thermal headwear. 

 

 

 

 
When worn as per the above 
photograph, these garments can: 

• Restrict your vision particularly 
peripheral vision 

• Limit your ability to hear 
warnings or oncoming plant 

• Can compromise the 
performance of other PPE (e.g. 
hard hat, safety eyewear) 

 Where required, a purpose made 
balaclava should be worn. When 
selecting these, consider the following: 

• Size and fit for the user 

• Thermal properties 

• Compatibility with other PPE 

• Perforated area for ears 

• Fire retardant properties 

• Reflective properties 

 
The SureFit™ Thermal Helmet Liner is fully approved to be worn with all JSP EVO® Safety Helmets. It 
prevents workers from wearing incompatible and dangerous alternatives such as hoodies underneath their 
helmets.  
 
REMEMBER 
Ensure the safety helmet is compatible with the thermal liner. 
The SureFit™ Thermal Helmet Liner is fully approved to be worn with all JSP EVO® Safety Helmets. 
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LIMITATIONS OF USE 

• The helmet beanie is not designed to protect the wearer from falling masses 

• Protection will only be offered if the helmet and helmet beanie are fitted correctly 

• Any helmet subjected to impact should be replaced immediately  

• Do not apply paint, solvents, adhesives, or self-adhesive labels, except in accordance with 
instructions from the manufacturer 

• The thermal helmet beanie should be removed if the user experiences an excessive build-up of 
heat 

• There will be a very limited effect on user’s hearing 

• The attention of users is also drawn to the dangers of modifying or removing any of the original 
component parts, other than as recommended by the manufacturer 

 
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE  

• The helmet beanie may be machine washed at 30°C 

• It should not be cleaned with chemical or abrasive cleaners 

• It should be stored out of direct sunlight, away from chemicals and not exposed to extremes of 
temperature 
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